
The US Appeals court ruled that the FDA is not a physician

to advise doctors or patients on how to treat patients. The

FDA, it turns out, enjoys sovereign immunity for

misinformation. This is a most bizarre law because it is

expected that the scientists appointed to work for the FDA

should be highly qualified and should be subjected to the

same laws governing any doctor or scientist. Any doctor or

scientist, who is guilty of deliberately issuing false

information, like the FDA scientists did on Ivermectin,

should be immediately stripped of his/her registration. The

scientists working for regulatory authorities or for any

company are not holy cows that they should not be held

accountable to the law or public.

The FDA's callous tweet, "you'll not horses" is an utterly

disgusting tweet that had the highest viewership in its

history. The FDA staff gloated about the popularity of this

heinous post, which is an absolute shame.

Other health authorities in the world need to take heed of

the comments by the appellate judges that regulatory

authorities like the FDA have no jurisdiction over doctors in

how to treat their patients.

This is particularly true when it comes to repurposed drugs.
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I sincerely hope that this ruling will serve as a wake up call

to all other regulatory authorities in the world, medical and

hospital boards, medical doctors, who have blindly listened

or adhered to the advice of regulatory authorities like

FDA,AAPHRA, TGA, SAPHRA. Doctors have an inherent right

to use their discretion on how to treat a patient, especially

during an emergency, as enshrined in the Helsinki

declaration.  

Quite clearly, during Covid, all these regulatory authorities

have lost the respect of the general public and, I am sure, a

vast number of medical professionals around the world for

going beyond their bounds of authority during the

plandemic.

All of these institutions must be fully investigated for

interfering with the rights of doctors on how to practice

medicine; their scientists should be investigated for conflict

of interest and dismissed immediately, if found guilty.
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